ANTHEM DENTAL
BUILT FOR BETTER CARE, MORE CONVENIENCE,
GREATER CHOICE AND BIGGER SAVINGS.

We put members at the center of a team-based, integrated approach to care called
Anthem Whole Health Connection®. Care managers and providers work with members in new,
innovative ways to make sure they get the most out of their care.
We automatically cover extra dental services like cleanings and sealants for members with certain ongoing medical

}}

conditions and who are part of certain care management programs.1

We provide electronic patient health profiles to our dentists, with relevant patient health information
including medical diagnoses and prescription medications. This promotes collaboration between dentists and primary
care physicians and gives a more complete picture of a patient’s health which helps diagnose and treat patients.

}}

Enhanced preventive care including two routine or four periodontal cleanings are standard.

}}

Members get special dental and medical care alerts when we find gaps in care. So, for example, if an employee has
diabetes, we let the employee and doctor know about any special dental care that may be needed.2

}}

MORE CONVENIENCE

GREAT CHOICES

To us, convenience means making
life easier for you. It’s simplifying
your administrative experience and
reducing the time it takes to manage
your employees’ health plans. It’s
getting claims paid quickly and
accurately, and providing web tools to
help you and your employees manage
costs and stay healthy.

We offer access to one of the
largest dental networks in the
nation. And you can customize
benefits to build the plan that
works best for you and your
employees.

 edicated customer service and claims team
D
delivering outstanding results: average claims paid in
less than 2.6 days, 99.9% financial claims accuracy,
98.6% first call resultion3

}}

Comprehensive online and mobile services for

}}

members available 24/7
Search for dentists, look up claims, verify eligibility,

You have access to one of the nation’s largest

}}

dental networks with over 125,000 unique
dentists and 371,000 locations nationwide. That
means members can typically go to the dentist
they prefer.
Our suite of benefits helps you choose

}}

the plan that works best for your business and
employees including options like dental implants,
composite filings, maximum carryover and
orthodontic benefits. 

}}

check plan details, and access ID cards and
educational materials
Ask a Hygienist free email service personalized advice

}}

An Online Cost Estimation tool to help research

}}

typical charges for a variety of dental procedures

BIGGER SAVINGS
Everyone wants to save money.
That’s why we offer savings for you
and your employees.
You can save 5% on your specialty lines of

}}

With Dental Health Risk Assessment it takes just a

coverage when you purchase a new dental plan

few minutes for employees to answer simple

along with our vision, life and/or disability
products.4

}}

questions about their dental habits and dental health
to figure out their risk factors for tooth decay, gum
disease and mouth cancer.

We don’t think your employees should sacrifice

}}

quality for affordable care, so we continue to
negotiate hard to keep our network discounts
high. This means members save an average of
36% on covered dental services.3

1 Members not actively engaged in our medical care management programs
can complete a self-enrollment form to become eligible.
2 Applies to members in MyHealth Advantage Medical Care Management program(s).
3 Discount applies to dental and vision groups with 2-50 employees, and life and disability groups
with 10-50 employees. Life has a $25,000 minimum for the discount to apply. If LTD is sold with STD,
only the STD rate qualifies for the 5% discount. The discount does not apply to voluntary life, voluntary disability and
optional life. Contact your representative for complete offer details.
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CONTACT YOUR BROKER FOR
MORE INFORMATION ON HOW AN
ANTHEM DENTAL PLAN CAN WORK
FOR YOUR SMALL BUSINESS.

